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ABSTRACT

Objective: To explore the ability of a self-report activity diary to measure the physical activity level (PAL) in female patients with chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) and whether illness-related complaints, health-related quality of life domains (HRQOL) or demographic factors are associated with discrepancies between self-reported and objectively measured PAL.

Methods: Sixty-six patients with CFS, recruited from the chronic fatigue clinic of a university hospital, and twenty matched healthy controls wore an accelerometer (Actical) for six consecutive days and registered their activities in an activity diary in the same period. Participants’ demographic data was collected and all subjects completed the CFS Symptom List (illness-related complaints) daily and Short-Form-36 (HRQOL domains) during the first and second appointment.

Results: A significant, but weak association between the activity diary and Actical was present in patients with CFS ($r_s = 0.376$ and $r_s = 0.352$; $p < 0.001$) and a moderately strong association in healthy controls ($r_s = 0.605$; and $r_s = 0.644$; $p < 0.001$) between week and weekend days, respectively. A linear mixed model identified a negative association between age and the discrepancy between the self-reported and objective measure of PA in both patients with CFS and healthy controls.

Conclusion: The activity diary showed limited ability to register the PAL in female patients with CFS. The discrepancy between measures was not explained by illness-related complaints, HRQOL domains or demographic factors. The activity diary cannot replace objective activity monitoring measured with an accelerometer, but may provide additional information about the perceived activity.
1. Introduction

In chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), a condition characterized by persistent or relapsing debilitating fatigue lasting more than six months which is not alleviated by rest \([1,2]\), both objectively measured (i.e. with accelerometry) \([3]\) and self-reported \([3,4]\) lower physical activity levels (PAL) have been found in comparison to healthy controls. Subjects with CFS mostly perform activities of mostly sedentary and light intensity \([4,6]\), which is similar to healthy adults \([4,5]\), but they perform less activities of moderate and high-intensity \([4,6]\). Additionally, large individual differences have been identified and suggested to be the result of two different coping strategies applied by patients with CFS, the pervasively passive and relatively active strategy, respectively \([7]\).

The pervasively passive patients show avoidance behavior towards physical activity (PA) and become inactive, while the relatively active patients try to perform at pre-illness levels despite their complaints, which leads to an irregular activity pattern with an imbalance between activity and rest \([7,8]\). Because both subgroups show such different activity patterns, activity management programs that aim at improving patients’ PAL need to be tailored to their individual coping strategy \([7–9]\) by accurately estimating patients’ PAL and pattern.

Use of objective activity monitor systems (i.e. accelerometers) is recommended \([7,8]\), but their psychometric properties depend on the device, how it is used, the studied population and type of activity \([10–13]\). Also, different calibration methods and cut-points for defining and categorizing physical activity intensities are often used \([11,13–15]\). Their psychometric properties are mostly investigated at group-level in healthy non-sedentary individuals \([10,13,16]\), but it is unclear if they are able to detect the amount and intensity of performed activities accurately in patients with CFS at an individual level \([10,17]\). Also, they do not provide detailed information about the type and context of the performed PA and give no insight into a patient’s perceived PAL \([11,13]\).

Self-report measures are capable of registering this additional information and therefore offer complementary information on a patient’s PAL not captured by an objective activity monitor system. Various studies suggest using multiple assessment methods simultaneously when measuring PAL, depending on the assessment goal(s) \([11,13]\). However, some considerations must be made when using self-report measures in patients with CFS. Previous research has established a weak relationship between objective and subjective PA measures \([11,12,18]\) and, even though no clear trends regarding over- or underestimation have been identified \([11]\), various factors have been hypothesized to potentially influence self-report. In self-report measures relying on recall, incorrect remembering could induce false reporting \([11,13]\), especially in patients with CFS often suffering from cognitive problems such as impairments in working memory, information processing speed, immediate and delayed recall \([19]\). Moreover, measures using general subjective interpretations about PA in CFS seem to reflect a patients’ view about PA and may be biased by their cognitions about illness and disability causing them to estimate their own activity level inaccurately \([7,18]\). Unrealistic thoughts about their premorbid activity level and misjudgment of the activity level of healthy controls contribute to these incorrect cognitions and patients’ tendency to report being inactive most of the time \([7,8]\).

Results of previous studies \([18,20]\) also suggested fatigue to be related to discrepancies between self-report and objective measures. PAL and health-related quality of life (HRQOL), mainly physical domains, have been found to be significantly associated in healthy controls \([21,22]\) with objective measures having a slightly higher association than self-report measures \([22]\). Results indicate a discrepancy between self-reported and objectively reported PAL, but it has not been identified if perceived HRQOL itself is associated with the discrepancy between both measures. Finally, in healthy individuals reporting discrepancies exist between genders with, on average, females having a higher over-estimation than males \([11]\). Associations with other sociodemographic factors have not been identified. Overall, studies investigating factors associated with discrepancies between both measures, and more specifically in patients with CFS, are scarce.

Because subjective activity measures are relevant for clinical practice, identification of a format that is capable of measuring the PAL similar to an objective activity monitor would be a significant asset. Because the relationship between self-report measures consisting of subjective and general interpretations of PA and relying on recall and objective activity measures are low, self-report measures encompassing detailed information about a patient’s daily activities including the type, amount and intensity of the activity are recommended \([8,23]\). According to Terwee et al. \([2010]\), the total activity counts generated by an accelerometer as outcome measure is the most optimal comparison to validate a measurement instrument that aims to measure total PA, due to lack of a ‘gold’ standard for PA \([24]\).

This exploratory study primarily aims to evaluate the ability of a detailed self-report activity diary based on an instantaneous registration of activities to measure the PAL in female patients with CFS by comparing it to an accelerometer, and to compare potential discrepancies between subjective and objective measures in patients with CFS versus healthy controls.

The correlation coefficient between both measures should be \(≥0.50\) for an acceptable convergent validity \([24]\).

In case of discrepancies between both measures, it will be investigated whether and which illness-related complaints, HRQOL domains or demographic factors are associated with these discrepancies.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Patients were recruited through the chronic fatigue clinic of the department of Human Physiology and Rehabilitation Sciences of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel in Brussels, Belgium.

Patients had to be (1) Dutch speaking, (2) female, (3) aged between 18 and 65 years, (4) diagnosed with CFS according to the international criteria \([2]\).

All patients were diagnosed with CFS by the same physician of internal medicine and underwent an extensive medical evaluation including a clinical examination, analyses of the medical history, exercise tolerance test and routine laboratory assessment. If judged necessary by the physician, additional psychiatric, neurological, gynaecological, endocrinological, cardiac and/or gastrointestinal examinations were performed. A positive result on any of the examinations led to the exclusion of patients according to the diagnostic criteria \([2]\). If all inclusion criteria were met, patients were contacted by telephone by a researcher to inform them on the present study and invite them for participation. If they consented, two appointments were made, always on a Monday or Tuesday, with one week between both consultations. Patients also received an information brochure by mail or e-mail.

CFS patients were age-matched to healthy controls to evaluate whether the association between the self-reported and objective PAL established in this study is CFS-specific. They were recruited from hospital personnel, personnel from the College University of Antwerp (Department of Healthcare) and social network of researchers. Selection was based on following criteria: Dutch speaking, female, aged between 18 and 65 years, sedentary.

A sedentary lifestyle was defined as having a predominant sitting or standing job and performing moderate or intensive physical activity less than three hours per week \([25]\).

2.2. Procedure

During first consultation, both patients with CFS and healthy controls were informed again about all aspects of the study, received an information brochure and were asked to sign an informed consent in case of agreement. This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Commission of the Academic Hospital of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel.
Participants’ demographic data were collected during the first appointment and all participants were asked to complete a test battery (standardized test order) with the CFS Symptom List and the Short Form Health Survey-36 (SF-36). After completion, the accelerometer (Actical) and activity diary were explained and provided.

At the second appointment one week later participants handed in the Actical and activity diary and completed the test battery a second time.

2.3. Measures

2.3.1. Patient characteristics

Age and disease duration were collected during the first appointment.

2.3.2. Objectively measured physical activity

Objective measurement of PA was measured with the Actical (Mini Mitter, Bend, OR), an omnidirectional accelerometer. The device weighs 17 g and measures 26 mm × 27 mm × 10 mm. The Actical has an output called ‘activity counts’ (AC), which is a result of voltage generated by the sensor and produced by a change in amplitude and frequency of movements [16]. In this study, AC are calculated in 1-min intervals. Total AC per day were calculated and then divided by 1440 to obtain AC/min.

At the start, gender, age, height and weight of the participant and start date and time were entered into the Actical. Measurement started after attachment of the Actical on the non-dominant wrist of the participant.

Participants were instructed to wear the Actical 24 h/day for six consecutive days until their second consultation, even when sleeping or bathing. The Actical is waterproof and resistant to normal water exposure up to 1-m depth for 30 min. The Actical is validated for measuring activity energy expenditure in healthy persons [16,26].

In patients with CFS, three activity patterns can be distinguished: pervasively passive [7,8,27], pervasively active [7,8,27] and moderately active [7,8]. Both patients with CFS and healthy controls were categorized into one of the aforementioned activity patterns based on the mean total AC of the CFS sample (mean = 242.80 AC/min) and the following criteria:

Pervasively passive (PP): Total AC of all five measured days are below mean total AC of the CFS sample [7,27].

Pervasively active: Total AC of all five measured days are above the mean total AC of the CFS sample [7,27].

Moderately active (MA): There is no PP or PA pattern [7].

2.3.3. Self-reported physical activity

The activity diary consists of a paper version template in which performed activities per day should be registered. For each activity the kind of activity, starting time, end time and total duration need to be recorded. Participants were instructed to start recording their activities the morning after their first consultation until the evening before the second appointment to have data of six full days, including week and weekend days. Activities had to be registered at the beginning of each activity to avoid inaccurate registration due to recall. During the second consultation, the researcher manually checked all activities registered in the activity diary to correct errors when the diary was not completed according to the instructions and to minimize missing data by filling in gaps if possible (based on recall).

Researchers calculated the Metabolic Equivalent of Task-value (MET), an expression of the intensity of PA relative to an individual’s resting energy expenditure, for each activity reported in the activity diary using the Compendium of Physical Activities Tracking Guide [28]. Microsoft Excel was used to calculate the total MET per day, which were then divided by 1440 to obtain MET/min.

2.3.4. CFS symptom list

Self-reported symptom severity was measured daily with the CFS Symptom List. It refers to the past 24 h [29] and includes 19 symptoms most frequently reported by patients with CFS. The measure assesses symptom severity with a 100-mm visual analogue scale (VAS) per symptom and total symptom severity can be calculated [29,30]. These symptom severity scores were used for this study. The VAS has acceptable psychometric properties in various chronic disease populations [31-33].

2.3.5. Health related quality of life

The SF-36 (version 1) was used to measure HRQOL. It contains 36 items on eight subscales: physical functioning, role limitations due to physical health, role limitations due to emotional problems, energy/fatigue, emotional wellbeing, social functioning, pain, general health and measures health change. Scores range from 0 to 100 and a higher score indicates a higher HRQOL [34]. The Dutch language version is reliable and valid [35].

2.4. Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed in SPSS version 27 and R. Non-parametric statistics were used due to non-normal distributions of both groups. Sample descriptive characteristics and PAL outcomes of both measures (AC and MET) for week and weekend days were compared using Mann-Whitney U tests.

The strength of the association between the Actical (AC) and activity diary (MET) was studied using Spearman correlation coefficients for week- and weekend days separately, because of frequently observed differences between performed activities during week- and weekend days [36]. Correlation coefficients between AC and MET were calculated for both the total case and control group separately and per activity pattern (PP, MA, pervasively active).

To evaluate which factors are associated with the potential overestimation or underestimation of the PAL by self-report (discrepancy) in patients with CFS relative to healthy controls, first linear regression was carried out with AC as dependent variable and MET as independent variable for both cases and controls. Second, the residuals after regression, an indication of the relative margin of error in the ability of the activity diary to predict the PAL in this sample, were entered as dependent variable in the linear mixed model to identify factors associated with the discrepancy between self-reported and objective activity monitoring. Daily measured symptom severity per symptom and total symptom severity (CFS Symptom List), HRQOL at baseline (SF-36 subscale scores), age and disease duration were entered as independent variables in the linear mixed model.

For each linear mixed model, the significance of the fixed effect was tested using a likelihood ratio test. Due to the multitude of variables tested, that could lead to an increased type I error, a false discovery rate (FDR) analysis was carried out [37]. Finally, case-control status was included in the final model to identify whether the associated factor(s) were influenced by differences in the factor(s) between patients with CFS and healthy controls and/or an interaction effect between the associated factor(s) and case-control status that could (partially) account for the difference in the strength of the association between both measures for cases and controls. Significance level for all analyses was set at $p \leq 0.05$.

3. Results

3.1. Participants

A total of 66 female patients with CFS and 20 female healthy controls participated. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for age, disease duration, AC and MET for weekdays and weekend days.

Both groups did not differ for age ($\text{median}_{\text{CFS}} = 42; \text{median}_{\text{controls}} =$
Mann-Whitney U test comparing AC and MET between weekdays and weekend days for patients with CFS and healthy controls.

Table 2: Sample descriptive statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CFS</th>
<th>Healthy controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Median (range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>66b</td>
<td>42 (30-62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration (months)</td>
<td>66b</td>
<td>72 (5-360)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC (AC/min) (weekday)</td>
<td>198b</td>
<td>231.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC (AC/min) (weekend day)</td>
<td>132b</td>
<td>213.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET (MET/min) (weekday)</td>
<td>198b</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET (MET/min) (weekend day)</td>
<td>131b</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CFS = chronic fatigue syndrome; AC = activity counts (per minute); MET = metabolic equivalent of task (per minute); IQR = interquartile range.

b number of measurements (five measurements per participant for AC and MET; three weekdays and two weekend days).

Table 2: Sample descriptive statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CFS</th>
<th>Healthy controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Median (range)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Patients with CFS had a significantly lower PAL compared to healthy controls for MET for weekdays (median_CFS = 1.42; median_healthy controls = 1.50; U = 10,142, p = 0.003) and weekend days (median_CFS = 1.35; median_healthy controls = 1.41; U = 1940.5, p = 0.02), and for AC for weekdays only (median_CFS = 231.3; median_healthy controls = 264.9; U = 4850, p = 0.03) (Table 1).

A significantly higher PAL for weekdays in comparison to weekend days in patients with CFS (median_weekday = 1.42; median_weekend = 1.35; U = 10,142, p = 0.001) and in healthy controls (median_weekday = 1.50; median_weekend = 1.41; U = 914.5, p = 0.04) was identified for registered MET, but not for AC (Table 2).

3.2. Comparison of self-reported and objectively measured PA

Table 3 presents Spearman correlation coefficients between the activity diary and Actical. A significant, but weak association was found for patients with CFS for both weekdays (r_S = 0.376, p < 0.001) and weekend days (r_S = 0.352, p < 0.001). In the healthy control group, however, there was a significant and moderately strong association for both weekdays (r_S = 0.605; p < 0.001) and weekend days (r_S = 0.644; p < 0.001).

The association between both measures was highest for CFS patients for the MA group (45%) (r_S = 0.333, p = 0.001) followed by the PP group (35%) (r_S = 0.254, p = 0.04) both for weekdays only. In healthy controls, the highest association was for the PP group (25%) for both weekdays (r_S = 0.886, p < 0.001) and weekend days (r_S = 0.806, p = 0.005), followed by the MA group (50%) for weekdays only (r_S = 0.503, p = 0.005). There was no significant association between both measures for the perversively active group in both CFS patients (20%) and healthy controls (25%).

3.3. Factors associated with discrepancies between self-reported and objectively measured PA

Age was negatively associated with discrepancies between the activity diary and Actical (unstandardized residual) in both patients with CFS and healthy controls (Table 4). This result indicates that younger persons tend to underestimate their PAL and older persons tend to overestimate their PAL with an activity diary. The association remained significant after controlling for case-control status (p = 0.005). There was no interaction between age and case-control status (p = 0.82) indicating that the association between age and the discrepancy did not differ between patients with CFS and healthy controls. Individual symptom severity and total symptom severity (CFS Symptom List), HRQOL at baseline (SF-36 subscale scores) and disease duration were not significantly associated with discrepancies between the activity diary and Actical.

4. Discussion

Patients with CFS had a lower PAL in comparison to healthy controls according to the activity diary for both weekdays and weekend days, and the Actical for weekdays only. In healthy controls, the association between the activity diary and Actical was significant and moderately strong. In patients with CFS the association was also significant, but weak, suggesting that female patients with CFS are less capable than healthy persons of accurately registering their PAL. Linear mixed model analysis only identified a significant and negative association between age and discrepancies between both measures in patients with CFS and healthy controls.

Table 2: Mann-Whitney U test comparing AC and MET between weekdays and weekend days for patients with CFS and healthy controls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Median (range)</th>
<th>IQR</th>
<th>M*</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>Z*</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFS (n = 66)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC weekday</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>231.3</td>
<td>177.2-308.7</td>
<td>170.92</td>
<td>11,994</td>
<td>-1.265</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC weekend day</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>213.1</td>
<td>170.287.1</td>
<td>157.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET weekday</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.31-1.52</td>
<td>179.28</td>
<td>10,142</td>
<td>-3.348</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET weekend day</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.26-1.46</td>
<td>143.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy controls (n = 200)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC weekday</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>264.9</td>
<td>188.1-372.4</td>
<td>53.75</td>
<td>1065</td>
<td>-1.372</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC weekend day</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>218.9</td>
<td>168.8-336.3</td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET weekday</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.41-1.68</td>
<td>55.26</td>
<td>914.5</td>
<td>-2.009</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CFS = chronic fatigue syndrome; AC = activity counts; MET = metabolic equivalent of task; IQR = interquartile range.

b number of measurements (five measurements per participant for AC and MET; three weekdays and two weekend days).

b Mann-Whitney U test comparing age, AC and MET between weekdays and weekend days for patients with CFS and healthy controls; M = mean rank.
Results indicate that there are significant differences between both measures in patients with CFS relative to healthy controls, suggesting that there are other factors associated with the discrepancy that influenced their perception of PA [38, 42]. Objective measures, i.e. accelerometers, seem most suitable to use in clinical practice and research when the aim is to identify patients’ PAL and activity pattern and objectively measure improvements in PAL [7, 9]. Prevention of post-exertional malaise (PEM), the exacerbation of symptoms after exertion, is also important in patients with CFS, because PEM causes longer resting periods after exertion [7, 40, 41] and avoidance of activities which leads to a passive activity pattern [42]. Objective assessment of patients’ activity level and pattern is therefore important to tailor activity management programs to the patient’s individual coping strategy aimed at attaining and maintaining a regular, balanced activity pattern allowing the patient to perform meaningful activities of daily living, enable participation and prevent PEM [9, 42, 43]. The significant and moderately strong associations between both measures in healthy controls indicate that, when used complementary, a more comprehensive view of a person’s PAL could be obtained. The Actical could capture more incidental activities and those of lower intensity, while the activity diary offers more specific information on the type and context of the performed activity [11, 13, 23]. A person’s perceived difficulty of the performed activity was currently not a part of the activity diary, but could provide even more information to the researcher [11]. Therefore, self-report measures can be used in addition to objective measures to gain more insight into a patient’s daily routine and gather contextual factors about the performed activities facilitating the formulation of an individualized activity management program including patients’ meaningful activities of daily living [9].

Table 3
Spearman correlation coefficients between subjectively measured MET and objectively measured AC for weekdays and weekends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-4.75; -0.86</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B = unstandardized beta coefficient; CI = confidence interval; q = adjusted p-values using false discovery rate approach.

Table 4
Linear mixed model summary of associations with the relative margin of error (unstandardized residual) between AC and MET in patients with CFS and healthy controls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-4.75; -0.86</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CFS = chronic fatigue syndrome; HC = healthy controls; MET = metabolic equivalent of task for week days / weekend days; AC = activity counts for week days / weekend days; PP = pervasively passive; PA = pervasively active; MA = moderately active.

** p < 0.01.
* p < 0.05.
" p < 0.01.

healthy controls and the association did not differ for both groups. This indicates that younger persons tend to underestimate their PAL and older persons tend to overestimate their PAL with an activity diary. The influence of age is only 2.8 AC/min per year increase in age.

When comparing the association between both measures based on the three subgroups of activity patterns identified in previous research, a significant association between both measures was present for the PP and MA group in both patients with CFS and healthy controls, but not for the pervasively active subgroup. These results indicate that there are additional factors that influence the association between both measures in the pervasively active group. These subgroups could not be analyzed further due to the small number of participants per subgroup, but this finding provides an additional point of attention for future research.

A recent study proposed two criteria to identify an additional activity pattern in patients with CFS, i.e. boom and bust pattern [26]. In our patient sample, only one of the participants (2%) who was not already classified into the PP or pervasively active group could be identified with a boom and bust pattern based on the proposed criteria, in contrast to 30% of the participants of the study of King et al. (2020) [26]. Even though our patient group (n = 66) is significantly smaller than this study (n = 579), it could be that the proposed criteria are not completely applicable to the total CFS population. It could also be that our period of activity recording, which was 5 days (although including week and weekend days), was too short to correctly identify all different activity patterns adopted by patients with CFS, as discussed by King et al. (2020) who had an average recording period of 3 to 7 days [26]. Since the correct identification of a patient’s activity pattern is important to tailor the activity management program to their individual coping strategy, these concerns require further attention in future studies.

The above findings suggest that the activity diary and Actical do not measure the same parameters of PA and cannot replace one another. These results are in accordance with previous studies comparing self-report to direct measures indicating that PA measured by self-report measures should be interpreted with caution, because it does not seem to be an accurate reflection of actual behavior [7, 11]. Additionally, self-reported improvements, e.g. decrease in fatigue, are not always reflected by objective improvements, e.g. increase in PAL [38, 39]. Therefore, objective measures, i.e. accelerometers, seem most suitable to use in clinical practice and research when the aim is to identify patients’ PAL and activity pattern and objectively measure improvements in PAL [7, 9]. Prevention of post-exertional malaise (PEM), the exacerbation of symptoms after exertion, is also important in patients with CFS, because PEM causes longer resting periods after exertion [7, 40, 41] and avoidance of activities which leads to a passive activity pattern [42]. Objective assessment of patients’ activity level and pattern is therefore important to tailor activity management programs to the patient’s individual coping strategy aimed at attaining and maintaining a regular, balanced activity pattern allowing the patient to perform meaningful activities of daily living, enable participation and prevent PEM [9, 42, 43]. The significant and moderately strong associations between both measures in healthy controls indicate that, when used complementary, a more comprehensive view of a person’s PAL could be obtained. The Actical could capture more incidental activities and those of lower intensity, while the activity diary offers more specific information on the type and context of the performed activity [11, 13, 23]. A person’s perceived difficulty of the performed activity was currently not a part of the activity diary, but could provide even more information to the researcher [11]. Therefore, self-report measures can be used in addition to objective measures to gain more insight into a patient’s daily routine and gather contextual factors about the performed activities facilitating the formulation of an individualized activity management program including patients’ meaningful activities of daily living [9].

Whether patients registered each activity according to the instructions to exclude inaccurate reporting based on recall and feasibility of the activity diary from a patient’s perspective were both not examined. It was also not examined whether patients (previously) underwent any treatment focusing on PA or experienced illness-related cognitions that influenced their perception of PA [38, 42] and consequently their self-reported PA. Future research should therefore investigate patients’ reporting behavior and feasibility of the activity diary, and take PA related treatment and illness-related cognitions into account when exploring factors associated with the discrepancy between objective and self-report PAL. A digitalized activity diary based on experience sampling that yields regular reminders during the day requiring registration of the current performed activity could be of additional value [44].

None of the included factors could explain the discrepancy between both measures in patients with CFS relative to healthy controls, suggesting that there are other factors associated with the discrepancy that have not been investigated in this study. One possible factor could be mood. In patients with chronic low back pain, a lower PAL was reported by patients with a higher depression score and depression was significantly associated with the discrepancy found between self-report and objectively measured PA [45]. In patients with major depressive...
disorder (MDD), discrepancies between self-report questionnaires and objective measures of PA have been identified, suggesting that self-report measures do not reflect actual PAL [46]. The proportion of patients with comorbid non-psychotic or non-melancholic MDD in our sample was not measured. This is a significant limitation considering it is an accepted comorbidity according to the CDC-94 criteria that could (partly) explain the found discrepancy between measures. In addition, patients with non-psychotic, non-melancholic MDD or anxiety engage in high levels of sedentary behavior and have a lower PAL compared to healthy controls [46,47], which could explain the different activity patterns in patients with CFS. The association between comorbid psychiatric disorders and discrepancies between objective and subjective measures of PA should be investigated further in patients with CFS.

This study has several additional limitations. First, different output variables were used to compare the activity diary to the Actical. Ideally, the output variable MET would have been used for both measures to allow direct comparison, but this included some limitations. The algorithm behind the calculation of MET-values and cut-points for the intensity categories of the Actical is unknown and these differ across devices and populations [13–15]. This causes ambiguity on how to analyze the collected data appropriately [13,15]. In addition, individual estimations of physical activity energy expenditure are often associated with large errors. Comparing MET-values across measurement instruments could therefore lead to misinterpretation of the results. The large errors also prevent the use of accelerometers to estimate changes in PA in response to activity management programs [15], which is an important goal of CFS rehabilitation. It is recommended that raw acceleration signals are collected and saved to prevent errors due to conversion into alternative variables (i.e. AC, MET) and allow comparison across populations and measures [48]. Additionally, the Compendium of Physical Activity used to calculate MET values is developed based on the energy expenditure of healthy individuals [28], but these values could be different for patients with CFS due to altered physiological capacities [49,50]. Previous research in healthy persons also found more discrepancies between self-report and direct measures in categories of higher intensity with self-report overestimating activities performed of vigorous intensity [11], suggesting self-report is less capable of accurately registering these activities. In contrast, accelerometers have been found to miss or misclassify certain activities depending on their placement and they do not take environmental and contextual factors, such as the terrain or added strain of carrying objects, into account when measuring activity intensities [11,13,16].

Second, sleep time was not differentiated from awake time for total AC. MET during sleep time was included in the activity diary by multiplying sleep time with 0.9 MET/min. in accordance with the Compendium of Physical Activities Tracking Guide [28], but this calculation assumes a constant sleep pattern. A disturbed sleep pattern is common in patients with CFS [51], which could (partially) account for the lower correlation between both measures, since higher AC would be registered by the Actical during sleep time, but not in the activity diary. Future research should therefore investigate whether a disturbed sleep pattern influences the relationship between the self-reported and objectively measured PAL or differentiate between awake and sleep time to control for this possible influence [7,8,27].

Because this study is a secondary analysis of previously gathered data, the sample size was not determined based on an a priori power analysis for the current analysis. Therefore, the power of this study cannot be reported.

The generalizability of the current research findings to the overall CFS population is also limited. Because of the statistical methods used, systematic bias of the activity diary cannot be excluded, and the lack of associations with the discrepancy only applies to this sample and not necessarily to male patients. Additional research using the same output variable for the self-report and objective measure with consideration of mentioned points of attention and recommendations should be performed to allow direct comparison between both measures, explore their level of agreement and investigate systematic bias of the activity diary [11,50]. Additionally, a higher accuracy for self-report for males than females was identified in healthy controls [11], which should be further investigated in patients with CFS.

5. Conclusion

The activity diary used in this study showed limited ability to register the PAL in female patients with CFS. Discrepancies between self-report and objective activity monitoring in patients with CFS relative to healthy controls could not be explained by illness-related complaints, health related quality of life or demographic factors. The activity diary cannot replace objective activity monitoring measured with a motion sensor, but may provide additional information about the perceived activity. Future research should explore the discrepancy between self-report and direct measures of PA and associated factors further and identify a self-report measure that encompasses detailed information about patients’ perceived PAL complementary to a direct measure.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpsychores.2021.110417.
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